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Preface

Thank you very much for buying and using the products .
•
•

Please read this instruction carefully before using this product.

Due to failure to comply with the provisions of this specification, any failure and loss
caused shall not be covered by the manufacturer's warranty, and the manufacturer

shall not bear any related liability. If in doubt, please contact our after-sales service
•

center.

Please check that the products and accessories are complete according to the

random attachment list. If you have any questions, please contact the dealer or our
•

after-sales service center immediately.

Please fill in the acceptance form and send it back to our company for filing. If you
do not send back the acceptance form, it may affect the after-sales service of your

•

products.

Each equipment is randomly attached with a unique number of product warranty,

please keep it properly. If the warranty is lost or the machine product number does

not match the warranty product number, it may affect the normal warranty of the
•
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product.

When the machine fails, please contact our after-sales service center for repair.
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Chinese medicine fumigation machine
(cabin type)

Chinese medicine fumigation machine

HB730A Chinese medicine fumigation machine is a traditional Chinese medicine

fumigation treatment equipment developed by our company based on the traditional

Chinese medicine fumigation theory, combined with modern science and technology, and

our company's model HB1000 / HB2000 / HB3000 / HB4000. This series of products are
controlled by microcomputer, easy to operate, with multiple safety protection measures

to protect against over temperature, over pressure, electric leakage, lack of liquid and dry
burning.

I. Main Performance Specifications and Classification of Instruments
1.1Model features
Table 1-1 Model Features

Model

1.2

HB730A

Main performance

Structure

Module

Characteristics

Multifunctional
Integrated Design

1.2.1 Power requirements: AC220V/50Hz; input power: VA .1800

1.2.2 Digital display function: the parameters and running information set during the
treatment are displayed digitally.

1.2.3 Automatic temperature control: after starting treatment, start heating when the

cabin temperature is lower than the set temperature, stop heating when it is higher than
the set temperature, keep the cabin temperature near the set value, the temperature
setting range is 35℃~45℃.

1.2.4 Automatic control time :1 min ~99 min (arbitrary setting), time to automatically power
off.
1.2.5 Automatic control of Chinese medicine steam: when starting treatment, will
automatically start steam output.

1.2.6 Automatic prevention of dry burning: automatic water supply to prevent dry

burning; when the tank level is lower than the dry burning device, automatic power
failure to prevent dry burning.

1.2.7 Ultra high temperature automatic power off protection function: when the

steam temperature in the cabin reaches the set protection temperature, the protection
device will be started to make the heating pipe automatically cut off.
3
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1.2.8medicine
MP3 music:
in the
treatment can listen to music,

relieve fatigue.
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get physical and mental relaxation,

1.2.9 Shower: the cabin is equipped with shower faucet, which can be used for bath cleaning.

1.2.10 Drug steaming: with traditional Chinese medicine fumigation treatment and
hyperthermia effect.
1.2.11 Phototherapy: four different spectra with red, yellow, blue and green.

1.2.12 Ozone sterilization: automatic ozone disinfection to reduce the risk of cross-infection.
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1.3 medicine
Classification

According to GB9706.1-2007 provisions:

1.3.1 According to the type of electric shock, it belongs to class I equipment.

1.3.2 According to the degree of electric shock protection belongs to B type equipment.

1.3.3 According to the degree of protection against harmful fluid is divided into ordinary
equipment.
1.3.4 According to the safety degree of use in the case of flammable anesthetic gas and

air mixture and oxygen or nitrous oxide mixture, it can not be used in the case of
flammable anesthetic gas and air mixture and oxygen or nitrous oxide mixture.

1.3.5 According to the working system, it belongs to the continuous operation of gap loading.

1.4

Equipment symbol

Table 1-2 Equipment symbol

Sym
bol

Explanatory notes

Sym
bol

I

Power on

O

～

AC

Explanatory
notes
B Application
Section
Power off

Attention! Access to
random documents

Fear of rain

No rolling

Storage
temperature
limit

Vertical upward

II. Composition and structure

Be careful

It is mainly composed of the main body of the therapeutic machine, fumigation tank, steam
generator and control part.

III. Function and mechanism of action

The effect is obtained by the synergistic effect of heat and medicine. The heat

energy is loose and loose, the pores are developed, the blood circulation and collaterals

are activated, the spasmodic muscles are relaxed, the circulation of blood and lymph is

promoted, and the nutrition of the surrounding tissues is improved. At the same time,
due to the effect of heat, the vaporized liquid molecules permeate the affected part

through the dilated pores and loose skin, which is beneficial to the absorption of drugs
in order to achieve the desired therapeutic effect.
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Combined with drugs, suitable for local fumigation, half-body fumigation and systemic
fumigation treatment.

V. Contraindications
5.1

Pregnant women and women during menstruation are forbidden;

5.2
Patients with skin rupture or severe bleeding tendency (coagulation mechanism
disorders, etc.) are forbidden;
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5.3 medicine
Open wound,
infection

5.4

carefully used;

No use of allergic drugs for fumigation treatment;

5.5
People with unclear consciousness or use of sensory disorders, patients under 10 years
of age should pay attention to monitoring;
5.6

Patients with cardiovascular disease should follow the doctor's advice. Severe

hypertension, heart disease, acute cerebrovascular accident, acute and chronic cardiac
insufficiency, severe anemia, arteriosclerosis and other prohibited;

5.7
There are high fever, tuberculosis, mental illness, certain infectious diseases (such as
hepatitis, sexually transmitted diseases, etc.) prohibited;
5.8
Compensatory dysfunction of cardiovascular disease, overage or particularly weak
constitution are forbidden;
5.9

Glaucoma, serious liver and kidney disease is forbidden;

5.10 Half an hour before and after meals, hunger, excessive fatigue prohibited; excessive
drinking prohibited;
5.11

It is forbidden for people with drug allergy.

VI. Description of Product Appearance and Structure
6.1

Control panel

1
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2
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3
4
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5
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8

9

Figure 6-1 Control Panel

Description :1. MP3 the previous key
2.MP3 Volume Increase Key
3.MP3 Volume Reduction Key
5.MP3 on key

6. disinfection
9. start/stop
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4.MP3 the next key
7. phototherapy

8. preheating

10. Temperature/time increase key
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11.
Keymedicine
to temperature/time
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6.2
Description of the interior structure of the main body of the cabin

1

2

2
3

4
5
7

6
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Figure 6-2 Description of the internal structure of the main body

Description :1. Sprinkle

2. seat arm

4. water temperature regulator switch
lever

3. Temperature Protector
5. seat

6. seat lift adjusting

7. handheld shower switch 8. ozone exports
Steam outlet
Steam outlet

Figure 6-3 Steam outlet under seat

Note: it is strictly forbidden to touch the steam outlet under the seat during treatment
to avoid scalding!
6.3

Foot placement area

Foot
placement
area
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outlet
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Figure 6-4 Foot Placement Area

Note: it is strictly forbidden to put your feet in the steam outlet during treatment to
avoid scalding!
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Drainage holes (located below foot
area)

Figure 6-5 Drainage holes

6.4

Structural description of upper cover (inner) of main body of cabin

1
2

3

4
Figure 6-6 Structural description of upper cover (inner) of main body of
cabin

Description :1. Operate the opening

11

2~3. Phototherapy lamps 4. temperature sensor
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6.5 medicine
Back offumigation
the hatch

Triang
ular
lock

Back cover

U disk (can download
audio files through the
computer for play. )

Hot water
inlet hole

fuses

Water inlet hole
Wheel locking device
(lift up, wheel unlock;
step down, wheel lock. )

Power cord
Drainage outlet
Figure 6-7 Back
of cabin

Note: the drain should be reliably connected to the drain pipe, and the drain
water plane must be higher than the ground leakage plane and the drainage pipe
horizontal plane.
6.6

Steam generator: open the back cover plate, see steam generator figure 6-8.
Steam generator upper cover
Steam generator

Stainless steel clasp

Drain valve
Figure 6-8 Steam generator

Filter

6-9 Steam generator internal
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Temperature sensor
Heating tube
Fig .6-10 Heating tube

6.7

Leakage protection plug

Reset
Indicator
Test

Figure 6-11 Leakage Protection Plug

Power on: press the reset button and the indicator light indicates that the power is on.
Cut off power: press "test" button ," reset "button pop up, indicator lights out,

indicating power cut
.Note:

1. leakage protection plug is strictly prohibited from direct contact with water! This
plug must be installed indoors or otherwise waterproof

Ask for the position.
2. should be tested before use, normal before use.
3. short circuit or human body contact phase, zero line at the same time, can not be
protected (should be equipped with short circuit protector).
4. leakage protection plug must be equipped with grounding standard socket,
poor quality socket will cause high temperature due to poor contact, damage plug,
socket, and cause danger! Once the plug and socket are damaged, disconnect the
power immediately, unplug the plug, and strictly prohibit the use.
5. power can keep the leakage protection plug dry, often plug will damage the plug,
make contact bad!
If the 6. press the "reset" button or press the "test" button to continue to power,
indicating that the electrical or leakage protection plug failure, should stop using. Need
to be repaired by professional personnel (electrical leakage "reset" button is not
pressed).
7. this product has automatic tripping mechanism, leakage fault is not eliminated, can
not be reset.
13
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7.1

Installation
Installation tip: water intake pipe, floor drain and power supply are required.

7.1.1 Open the packing box, lift the machine out smoothly, put it in the treatment room, check
for scratches outside, screw loose,

14
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7.1.2 A drain pipe is arranged at the bottom of the product to connect the pipe to the floor
drain or install it in the drainage pipe of the site.
7.1.3

Install the filter on the cold water valve, connect the water pipe of the cold

water inlet hole at the back of the product to the other end of the filter, and connect
the water pipe of the hot water inlet hole to the hot water valve.
Note:

1. installed filters must be placed horizontally (figure 7-1).
2. before installing the filter or connecting the hot water intake pipe, it is
recommended to open the water source valve first, check the water source
condition, whether there is sediment, lime soil, gravel, and only after the sundries
in the water source pipe are exhausted can the filter or hot water intake pipe be
connected and tightened.
Cold Water Valve

Filter

Direct connection
Water
intake

Figure 7-1 Filter Installation

7.1.4 Open the inlet valve, connect the water source, check whether the pipeline is connected
properly and whether there is leakage.
Note: this product has automatic water intake function, if you need to use this

function, you need to follow 7.1.3,7.1.4 steps, treatment can automatically water, or
shower through the shower faucet; if there is no automatic water conditions or do
not need automatic water intake function, also through manual water, The added
liquid and water should not exceed the maximum liquid level line of steam
generator capacity (Fig .7-2). The product has no shower function when the water
is not connected.

Maximum level line
15
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Figure 7-2 Maximum level line for steam generator

7.1.5

Plug the leakage protection plug into the external triangle special socket, the

socket must be more than 15 A with ground wire, the wire must be 2.5 mm .32Press the
Reset button, the light is on and the power is on. Display screen lit up, observe

16
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Is it normal.

Note :1, the power supply must be effectively grounded, otherwise can not effectively
carry out leakage protection, there is a risk of electric shock.
2. power outlet should maintain a safe distance from the water source to
prevent leakage. Please test the leakage protection plug before use.Method: First

press "reset" button, indicator light should be on; then press "test" button, indicator
light should be

Press the reset button again and the indicator light should be on. If you do not agree with the
above description, please contact technical support.
7.2

Operating Instructions (Please refer to this instruction
Appearance and Structure)

7.2.1

Ready

7.2.1.1

Description of Product

Add medicine: open stainless steel buckle, open steam generator cover plate,

add liquid to heating window. It is suggested that the decoction can improve the

treatment efficiency and reduce the heating time. If you need to add Chinese herbal
medicine pieces, you must use more than three layers of medical gauze to wrap the

Chinese herbal medicine before it can be put into the steam generator (heating container).
7.2.1.2

Patient preparation: because the cabin temperature is higher than body

temperature during treatment, the human body will sweat during treatment, the higher
the temperature, the more body fluid will be lost, it is recommended to drink some
warm boiled water half an hour before treatment.
7.2.2

Preheating function

Press the preheating button to start pre-heating. The "liquid temperature" shows

the current liquid temperature; during the pre-heating process, the "pre-heating" key

can be pressed again to stop the preheating; during the heat preservation and preheating process, the "start/stop" key can be pressed directly into the treatment state.

After opening the

preheating function,
there is the word
"preheating" here.

Water
Real-time liquid temperature

Figure 7-3 Preheating Function Interface
17

Note: when the liquid (or water shortage) exceeds 20 s, the display screen will display
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opportunity will be issued

"Drop" alarm sound, at this time please check whether to open the intake valve or manual
water, the operation steps see this instruction 7.1.3,
7.1.4 terms.
7.2.3

Drug steaming function

7.2.3.1

Press start/stop button to start the medicine steaming function, the display

screen has spray sample diagram display, the screen display liquid temperature, setting
temperature, time and cabin real-time temperature.

18
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Real-time liquid temperature

Temperature in the cabin
Here is a spray sample
diagram, this sign indicates
that the medicine steam

After starting

begins to heat.

treatment, the
time begins to

Real-time temperature in
cabin

count down.
Fig .7-4 Functional interface of drug steaming

7.2.3.2

Temperature setting: press "temperature / time" key to switch between

temperature and time setting, adjust cabin temperature in temperature setting mode,

and add and subtract temperature by "up" and "down" key. The temperature setting

range is 35℃~45℃ and the step size is 1℃.The setting temperature is 39℃~42℃,

beware of scalding. Follow the doctor's instructions.When the cabin temperature
rises to the set temperature, it stops heating, and when the cabin temperature drops
below the set temperature, it begins to heat again.
7.2.3.3

Time setting: press "temperature / time" key to switch between

temperature and time setting, adjust the time of timing closing medicine steaming in
time setting mode, and add and subtract the time by "up" and "down" key. The time
range is 1 min ~99 min, the step is 1 min. The setting time of treatment is 15 min ~30

min. After starting treatment, the time begins to countdown, when the time to "0" off the
medicine steam.

Note: the treatment temperature and treatment time according to the condition,

patient physique, temperature setting should follow the principle of low to high,
time setting should be determined by the patient, should not be too long. Comfort is
appropriate. If there is any discomfort during the treatment, please inform the
medical staff in time, or stop the treatment.
7.2.4

Ozone disinfection function

Press the "disinfection" button to start the disinfection function,

and press the "disinfection" button again to close the disinfection
function.

Note: when starting disinfection function, no one should be

in the cabin.

19
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Display "O3" when ozone disinfecti
on function is turned on

Figure 7-5 Ozone disinfection functional interface

7.2.5

Phototh
erapy
function

Press the phototherapy button to start the phototherapy function, and press the
phototherapy button again to turn off the phototherapy function.

20
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When the
phototherapy
function is turned
on, there is a light
bulb pattern here.

Figure 7-6 Phototherapy Functional Interface

7.2.6

MP3
function

Insert the U disk into the USB interface before turning on the power supply. Turn on

the power, press the player button to start the MP3 function, press the player button to
close the MP3 function again.
1)
2)

Song selection: press the "last song" key ," next song "key to select the song.
Volume: Press "Volume +" key ," Volume -" key to

adjust the volume.Note:

1.USB interface does not support hot plug, please insert U disk before power on,
otherwise it may not be recognized.

2.MP3 function supports MP3 and WAV audio format files. The U disk can
not be played normally if the USB interface is not inserted or the audio format file is
not MP3、WAV in the U disk.
When the MP3
function is turned on,
there are CD disc
symbols here.

Figure 7-7 MP3 Functional interface

7.2.7

Shower
function

Rotate the handheld shower switch (see figure 6-2) and adjust the water temperature and
size of the handheld shower.

Note: if no external water, no shower function; if only external cold water, shower head
only spray cold water.
21
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VIII. Maintenance and troubleshooting
8.1

Maintenance methods

8.1.1 When the equipment is not in use, press the Test button to cut off the power supply.
8.1.2 The equipment is not used for a long time, press the "test" button, cut off the

power supply, open the steam generator drain valve, discharge the liquid clean, then close
the water gate valve and power supply to keep the fuselage clean.

8.1.3 Check machine parts, pipes, screws, nuts, air springs, sealing washers for loose and
leaking

22
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Water phenomenon,
whether

is reliable, if found problems, timely measures to solve.

8.1.4 When the nozzle is blocked, open the nozzle with an open nozzle nut, remove dirt, and
reinstall and tighten.
8.2

Cleaning instructions

8.2.1 When cleaning the shell, use wet towel and cleaning lotion to scrub lightly. It is

strictly forbidden to wash with water so as not to cause short circuit and damage.

8.2.2 After treatment every day, take out the medicine bag, discharge the potion, turn

on the inlet switch, automatically add water, wash the steam generator twice ~3 times.

Do not clean for more than three days will produce drug stains, resulting in cleaning
difficulties, and the phenomenon of overflowing pot.

8.2.3 In hard water areas, steam generators should be cleaned regularly. Generally

speaking, it should be checked every 3 months and cleaned according to scaling. The
following methods are recommended for scale cleaning :5 g ~10 g citric acid

1.4 Dilute L warm water, remove the connecting pipe of the outlet of the main engine,
inject the citric acid solution from the outlet into the main engine, connect the steam
connecting pipe, set still for 60 min, turn on the machine, heat 30 min and stop, and
empty the water in the machine.
8.3

Attention

When the equipment is not in use for a long time, it should close the power supply

and water source, open the drain valve, empty the remaining liquid, and start the

machine to re-inject clean water to clean the steam generator, discharge the water clean,
then close the gate valve and power supply, and keep the fuselage dry.
8.4

Troubleshooting

Note: do not use the instrument when the working condition is abnormal. Need
to troubleshoot, confirm that the working state is normal before use. Users do not
disassemble the machine to repair.
Table 8-1 Common Troubleshooting

Failure
performance

Failure and causes
1. power lines without
access or connection
Ground ground

2. power line safety tube
burn out or power
1. LCD no display Open Source Line
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Exclusio
n
methods
1. Exclude Power Supply Lines
2. replace power supply safety pipe and
remove power cord open circuit
3. Replacement of power transformers
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3. power
supply circuit

power transformer burned
out
4. the wiring plug on the
computer board
Poor exposure

2. steam engine
has no water,
No heating or
water
No stop, no
nozzle
Overflow
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1. external water mains
enter
Blocked or damaged 2. inlet
solenoid valve
3. solenoid valve insertion
loose or loose
Drain pipe while 4. steam
engine works
Hot water drain
5. level sensor dirt

4. unplug the plug and plug it in again

1. turn on the water switch to ensure
normal water supply
2. cleaning solenoid valve or changing
solenoid valve
3. plug the electromagnetic plug again
4. drain solenoid valve malfunction,
replace drain solenoid valve
5. cleaning level sensor

HB-IFU-001-CN-16A/0
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scr e e n
ab n or m a l
Jump

4. sw i t c h on
po w e r sw i t c h
an d tr i p
im m e d i a t e ly

Carefully remove the computer mask, to
The corresponding button is the corresponding button left
not reset
Shake right to reset button
1. leakage protection plug
damp water or burn out
2. heating tube rupture short
circuit
3. serious short circuit
Humidity in 4. electronic
control box

1. solenoid valve contact is
poor or wiring is off
5. nozzle does not 2. solenoid coil damaged
spray water
Foreign body clogging inside
3. solenoid valve
Foreign body clogging 4.
nozzle

1. drying or replacement of leakage
protection plugs
2. replace heating tube
3. troubleshooting short circuit
4. take out the electronic control box
and blow dry

1. clamp the wire head or reinsert the
plug end
2. replace coil or new solenoid if coil is
open
3. remove solenoid screw, remove
foreign body
4. remove nozzle and remove foreign
body

Remove the low-concentration acetic
There is scale in the inlet, the acid solution from the heating pipe,
heating pipe is damaged
clean it with clean water and reinstall
it, or check if the solenoid valve of the
steam drain pipe is burned out
1. pipe joint loose or seal
1. fastening loose pipe joints or
7. leakage
gasket damaged
replacing sealing gaskets
2. tube ruptured
2. replacement of broken pipes
8. can heat and 1. sensor damage
1. replacement of sensors
generate steam, 2. sensing probe retracted
2. remove the sensor probe and seal
but the screen into the inner shell to
it with FRP glue to ensure that the
Numbers do not prevent sensing of cabin
probe part is free of foreign body
rise
temperature
6. he a t i n g
slo w or too
lon g

Abnormal water
quantity 9. water
tank
10. Fumigation
alarm,
display
alarm
code
"E00""
on
display
25

The drain valve is not closed. Check drain valve switches

The communication between Check for damaged or poor
the main control board and communication lines
the display board is
abnormal.
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fumigation
machine alarm, Excess water shortage over
display
alarm 20 s.
code "E01"" on
display

fumigation
machine alarm, Steam temperature sensor
display
alarm failure in cabin.
code "E02"" on
display screen

fumigation
machine alarm, Failure of liquid temperature
display
alarm sensor.
code "E03"" on
display

26

After the 1. is turned off, power up
again, open the inlet valve, press the
start key to start automatic water
addition.
If 2. water is added many times or
manually added to the slope position of
the main water tank (steam generator),
it may be the failure of the low liquid
level of the float ball, and the new float
should be replaced at this time
Ball.
Check cabin temperature sensor for
poor contact, or cabin temperature
sensor damage, need to be replaced.

Check that the temperature sensor in
the main water tank (steam generator)
is in poor contact or that the
temperature sensor in the main water
tank (steam generator) is damaged.
The liquid needs to be put into use at
this time
Replace the temperature sensor after
the body is clean.
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fumigation
machine alarm, Add water too long, more
display
alarm than 20 s.
code "E04"" on
display

1. The water pressure of the intake pipe
is too low. Turn off the electricity and
power up again, open the inlet valve,
press the start key to start the
automatic water addition again.
2. If there is no reaction in the slope
position of the main water tank (steam
generator) by adding water or
manually adding water many times, it
may be the failure of the high liquid
level of the float ball, and the new float
should be replaced at this time
Ball.

fumigation
Open fumigation cover for heat
machine alarm, steam temperature over
dissipation, check fan operation, and
display
alarm 50℃.
follow the normal process.
code "E08"" on
display
fumigation
Main water tank (steam
Check that the low liquid level is stuck
machine alarm, generator) float ball high
by a foreign body, or need to replace
display
alarm liquid level trigger, low
the float.
code "E09"" on liquid level no reaction.
display
Note: if you can not troubleshoot or other faults after disposal according to the

above table, please contact the supplier of this instrument for repair.

IX. Points for attention
9.1
9.2
9.3

The non-operator is forbidden to operate the equipment.

Please lift the fumigation cover lightly and guard against clipping.

When suspected of failure of this equipment, please do not repair themselves,

please notify the manufacturer. If necessary, non-professional personnel shall not

disassemble the devices on the equipment, and any wiring or connectors on the system
are strictly prohibited under live conditions.
9.4
9.5

It is strictly forbidden to install valves in steam outlet pipes.

The electrical equipment recommended by the non-manufacturer should not be

connected to the equipment. It is strictly forbidden to disassemble or change the

connection and plug-in on the internal sealed connection or the power box with power
supply.

9.6
This machine should be placed in a well-ventilated place, humidity must not be greater
than 80. The equipment can not be installed in the shower room.
9.7

When installing, we should pay attention to the drainage connection pipe, lead

the effluent to the outlet position of the house body, and prohibit blocking the
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backwater
network.
It ismachine
best to install water filter in front of the inlet of this machine to

prolong the service life of the machine.
9.8

The power connection of intake pipe, steam pipe and electric box and control

box should be strictly checked. After confirmation (special attention, should be in the
absence of water) before the use of electricity.

9.9
The hospital must have strict ground wires and can be reliably connected to the
equipment.
9.10
9.11
9.12

Do not press the leakage protection plug "test" button frequently.
Fuses and leakage protection plugs are forbidden to enter water.

Contraindications should be excluded before treatment, temperature setting

should follow the principle of low to high, time setting should be determined by patients,
should not be too long.

9.13 Treatment should be carried out under the guidance of medical staff, the elderly, young
children and experienced adults to accompany the use
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This product;
there is dizziness
or other

their discretion.

discomfort, should stop treatment, and medical staff at

9.14 Half an hour before and after meals should not be treated, room temperature should not
be less than 20℃, winter treatment should pay attention to warm.
9.15

When starting the disinfection function, no one should be in the cabin.

The maximum steam temperature of this product can reach 45℃. It is

9.16

suggested that the temperature should be set at about 39~42℃ to guard against
scalding. The higher the temperature, the shorter the treatment time.
9.17 It is strictly forbidden to put your feet at the steam outlet during treatment to avoid
scalding.
9.18

Do not use this equipment in the environment of strong electromagnetic

interference, so as not to affect the normal use of the equipment to cause unnecessary
harm; do not use this equipment with the equipment vulnerable to electromagnetic
interference, so as not to affect the normal use of other equipment.
9.19

Before replacing the fuse, the power supply should be cut off, the fuse seat

(located at the lower right of the rear part of the cabin) should be rotated

counterclockwise with a screwdriver, and then the corresponding type of fuse can be
tightened. Fuse type: F15AL250V.
9.20

After the equipment reaches its service life, it should be delivered to the

professional recycling unit to avoid pollution to the environment.
9.21

The Company undertakes to provide circuit schematic diagrams, component

lists or other information necessary to assist the repair of serviceable components once
the user has qualified technical personnel trained by the Company and undertakes the

corresponding confidentiality obligations for the users who request to provide circuit
schematic diagrams and component lists.

X. List of annexes

List of annexes
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l
num
ber

Name of name

Unit

Qua
ntity

1
2

Water intake

1

3

Angle valve

Root

Drainage

Root

1

A

Remarks

1
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4

A

1

A

1

5

Raw material belt

Box

7

Filter

A

6

Measuring cup

8

Triangle key

10

Technical
instructions

Annex

12

Warranty card

Zhang
Zhang

9

11
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U plates

Fuse (fuse)
Certificate

A
A

Zhang
Zhang

1
1
1
2
1

F15AL250V

1
1
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Note:
All maintenance
involved

replacement parts and accessories,

consumables are the original manufacturer (original) or approved by the
manufacturer.

Production date, product number
Production date, product number: see host nameplate for details; product life :6 years.

Transport and storage

12.1 Fumigation machine transport should prevent heavy pressure, strong shock and rain and
snow leaching.
12.2

Storage and transportation conditions: ambient temperature 5℃~40℃,

relative humidity not more than 10~80, atmospheric pressure 500,1060 hPa, noncorrosive gas and well-ventilated room.
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Appendix A ： Manufacturer's Statement on Electromagnetic Compatibility
1.

This chapter is a special reminder of electromagnetic compatibility,
equipment should be installed and used according to the
electromagnetic compatibility information indicated in this chapter. See
tables 201,202,204 and 206.

2.

Portable and mobile radio frequency communication equipment may
affect the normal use of this equipment. When using this equipment, it
is recommended to stay away from or close the portable and mobile
radio frequency communication equipment.

3.

In addition to the accessories provided by our company, the use of
accessories from other manufacturers may lead to an increase in the
emission of the equipment or a decrease in immunity.

4.

In order to ensure that the equipment can be used normally and its
emission is not increased and immunity is not reduced, the connecting
cables and accessories provided by the Company must be used. The
length of each cable is as follows:
Power cord: m 3.0

5.

The use of accessories and cables with this equipment may lead to an
increase in the emission of the equipment or system or a decrease in
immunity.

6.

This equipment shall not be used close to or stacked with other
equipment, and if it must be used close to or stacked, it shall be
observed to verify its normal operation under the configuration in
which it is used.

7.

Basic performance of the product: the equipment runs in accordance with the
prescribed working mode, nothing more than expected changes.
Table 201

Guide and Manufacturer's
Statement - Electromagnetic
Launch

This equipment is expected to be used in the following specified electromagnetic environment, and the purchaser
or user shall guarantee its use in such electromagnetic environment:
Launch test
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RF launch
GB 4824

RF launch
GB 4824

Harmonic
emissions

GB 17625.1

Voltage
fluctuation/flash
emission
GB 17625.2
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Group
1

A
categor
y
Not
applica
ble
Not
applica
ble

The device uses RF energy only for its
internal functions

Quantity. Therefore, its RF emission is very
low and the possibility of interference with
nearby electronic devices is very small

This equipment is suitable for use in

all facilities that are not domestic and are
not directly connected to the public lowvoltage

power

supply

household residences

network
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Table 202
Guide and manufacturer's
statement - electromagnetic
immunity

This equipment is expected to be used in the following specified electromagnetic environment, and the purchaser
or user shall guarantee its use in such electromagnetic environment:
Disturbance test

IEC 60601 test level

Electrostatic discharge ±6 kV Contact discharge
±8 kV Air discharge

GB/T 17626.2

Level of
complian
ce

±6 kV Contact
discharge

±8 kV Air discharge

Electromagnetic
Environment - Guide

The floor shall be of

wood, concrete or ceramic

tile, and the relative humidity
shall be at least 30% if the

floor is covered with synthetic
Electric Fast
Instantaneous Pulse
Group

±2 kV Power cord

Surge surge

±1 kV line alignment

GB/T 17626.4

break

change

sag,

and

input line

on

±1 kV line alignment

±2 kV Line to ground

GB/T 17626.5

Voltage

±1 kV to input/output lines

±2 kV Power cord

short

voltage

GB/T 17626.11

power

U <5 per cent T For 0.5
cycles

U 40 per cent T 5 cycles

U 40 per cent T 5 cycles

70 per cent T 25 cycles

70 per cent T 25 cycles

(at U)2 T >95% of the total) (at U)2 T >95% of the total)

(at U)2 T Up ,30% of the
temporary drop)
U <5 per cent T For 5 s

(at U)2 T Up to 60% of the
temporary drop)
(at U)2 T Up ,30% of the
temporary drop)
U <5 per cent T For 5 s

(at U)2 T >95% of the total) (at U)2 T >95% of the total)
Frequency magnetic
field (50 Hz/60Hz)
GB/T 17626.8

3A/m

Power supply should be

of typical commercial or
hospital quality

Power supply should be

±2 kV Line to ground of typical commercial or

U <5 per cent T For 0.5
cycles

(at U)2 T Up to 60% of the
temporary drop)

material

3A/m

hospital quality

Network power should

have the quality of use in a
typical commercial or hospital

environment. If the user of the
equipment needs continuous
operation during the power
interruption,

recommended

it

that

is

the

equipment be supplied with

uninterruptible power supply
or battery power supply
The

power

frequency

frequency

magnetic

magnetic field should have the
power

field horizontal characteristic
in the typical commercial or

Note: U T Refers to the AC network voltage before applying the test voltage.
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Table 204
Guide and manufacturer's
statement - electromagnetic
immunity

The equipment is expected to be used in the following specified electromagnetic environment, and the purchaser or
user shall guarantee its use in such electromagnetic environment:
Disturbance
test

IEC 60601 test level

Level of
compliance

Electromagnetic
Environment Guide

Portable and mobile RF communication

equipment shall not be used closer to any part

of this equipment, including cables, than the

recommended isolation distance. the distance
RF
conduction

GB/T 17626.6

3V (valid values)

150 kHz ~80 MHz

3V (valid
values)

Radio
frequency
radiation

3V/m

3V/m

GB/T 17626.3

GHz 80MHz ~2.5

shall be calculated by a formula corresponding
to the transmitter frequency.

Recommended isolation distance
d

=1.2 P

d

= 1.2 P

d

= 2.3 P

In the formula:

MHz 80MHz ~80 0

GHz 800MHz ~2.5

P — according to the maximum rated
output power of the transmitter
provided by the transmitter
manufacturer in watts (W);

d — recommended isolation distance in

meters (m). Field strength of stationary

RF transmitter via electromagnetic field

Survey a To determine, at each frequency

range b Should be lower than the compliance
level.

Interference may occur near the device

marked with the following symbols.

Note 1: at 80 MHz and 800 MHz frequency points, the formula of higher frequency band is adopted.

Note 2: These guidelines may not be suitable for all situations, and electromagnetic propagation is affected by
the absorption and reflection of buildings, objects and the human body.
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Table 204
Fixed transmitters, such as: base stations for wireless
(cellular/rope-free) telephones and mobile terrestrial
radios, amateur radios, AM and FM-free
Line radio and television broadcasting, its field strength in theory can not be accurately predicted. In
order to evaluate the electromagnetic environment of fixed RF transmitter, the survey of electromagnetic
field should be considered. If the field strength of the equipment is higher than the applicable RF
conformance level, the equipment should be observed to verify its normal operation. If abnormal
performance is observed, supplementary measures may be necessary, such as readjusting the direction
or position of the equipment.
b
The field strength should be less than 3 V/m. MHz the whole frequency range of 150-80
a
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Table 206
Recommended isolation distance between portable and mobile radio frequency
communication equipment and this equipment

The equipment is expected to be used in an electromagnetic environment controlled by radio frequency

radiation disturbance, according to the maximum rated output power of the communication equipment, Buyers or
users can prevent electromagnetic interference by maintaining the minimum distance between portable and
mobile radio frequency communication equipment (transmitter) and the equipment recommended below.
Maximum rated

output power
W of

transmitter

150 kHz ~80 MHz
d

=1.2P

Isolation distance/ m corresponding to different frequencies of
transmitter
MHz 80MHz ~80 0

GHz 800MHz ~2.5

d=

1.2P

d

=2.3P

0.01

0.12

0.12

0.23

1

1.2

1.2

2.3

0.1
10

100

0.38
3.8
12

0.38
3.8
12

0.73
7.3
23

the maximum rated output power of the transmitter not listed in the table above is recommended for isolation

distance d, in meters (m), which can be determined by the formula in the corresponding transmitter frequency bar.
here P is the maximum rated output power of the transmitter, in watts (W), provided by the transmitter
manufacturer.

Note 1: at 80 MHz and 800 MHz frequency points, the formula of higher frequency range is adopted.

Note 2: These guidelines may not be suitable for all situations, and electromagnetic propagation is affected by
the absorption and reflection of buildings, objects and the human body.
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